I. Introduction

Central leitmotifs of Germany’s European Policy1
Katrin Böttger / Mathias Jopp

This introductory contribution outlines the central leitmotifs of Germany’s European
Policy, which are further elaborated upon throughout this book. Despite numerous crises it
faces, including the Financial and European Debt crisis, the migration crisis and Brexit. In
its distinctly pragmatic nature, Germany’s European Policy has largely been shaped by
continuity.2 Within these constant parameters, Germany’s European Policy has evolved
over the past decades and remains adaptable to arising challenges. This book particularly
emphasises the significance of the European Union for Germany and how membership of
the European Union strengthens Germany’s capacity to act in today’s globalised world.
Amidst growing Euroscepticism, the purport of this book is to demonstrate the importance of European integration for Germany and to elucidate Germany’s impact on the
development of the Union as well as on concrete decision-making processes. A handbook
of Germany’s foreign policy3, building upon a forty-year old classic text4, exists, which on
fifteen pages addresses the “European Union and Germany’s European Policy”. 5 Similarly,
two further comprehensive texts on Germany’s foreign policy outline Germany’s European
Policy somewhat more in detail6, whilst other publications discuss specific aspects of it. 7
However, there is a lack of a systematic overview, which synthesises and develops the
existing literature. The Handbook of Germany’s European Policy therefore intends to fill
this conspicuous gap in the literature.
The Handbook aspires to be a combination of a reference text and in-depth analysis by
providing plenty of facts, figures, and interpretations. Its target audiences are academics
and students, practitioners such as politicians, teachers, and economists, as well as
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members of the civil society. The reader will obtain a concise, yet scientifically sound
overview over the fundamentals and concepts of Germany’s European Policy, domestic
determinants and actors, internal and external policies of the European Union, and selected
bilateral relationships within the European Union. Based on the contributions in this book,
the following leitmotifs of Germany’s European Policy can be discerned:
Politicisation of Germany’s European Policy
European policy in Germany, like elsewhere in Europe, has been undeniably politicised.
This process began in the late 1980s and early 1990s in the context of the ratification of
the Treaty of Maastricht. The deepening of European integration through inter alia the
Single Market,8 the decision to introduce the common currency, 9 and the expansion of
majority voting in the Council of the European Union in parallel to the elevation of the
European Parliament at cost of national parliaments, 10 had gradually changed the image of
the European Union. EU-related topics became increasingly subject to public debates and
scrutiny. In many cases, the “permissive consensus” gradually gave way to a “constraining
dissensus”.11 The verdicts of the German Constitutional Court, 12 as well as the debates
about the Euro and the subsidiarity principle 13 during the treaty reforms of Amsterdam and
Nice only contributed to the politicisation. Due to the ratification of the Charta of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, processes of constitutionalisation and the introduction of the Euro, the early 2000s were marked by growing approval of the European Union
in Germany. However, political controversies surrounding European integration continued,
epitomised by the failure of the Constitutional Treaty in 2005, but also by critical public
debates about the secondary EU legislation, for example pertaining to the EU services
directive. The onset of the Financial and European Debt Crisis caused a notable deterioration of the public’s support for the European Union. The necessity to ratify bailout packages from 2010 onwards, nascent controversies revolving around the transatlantic free
trade agreement TTIP 14 and, finally, the refugee crisis15 in 2015 reinforced Eurosceptic
tendencies and, accordingly, the politicisation of Germany’s European Policy. European
Policy has consequently become an integral part of domestic politics. The executive is no
longer the exclusive actor in this realm; today, an effective European policy requires an
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unprecedented effort of public persuasion and cooperation among numerous actors.
Moreover, the arrival of the Alternative für Deutschland (AfD) as an openly eurosceptical
party constitutes a caesura for German politics, historically dominated by Europhile
parties. The right-wing, national-conservative party had significant recent electoral
successes in the regional state elections. National opinion polls suggest that the AfD is
considerably more popular than the liberal FDP which, like the AfD, narrowly missed
gaining entry to the Bundestag in 2013, and appears to settle at a similar level than the
Green party16. The AfD thus threatens to become a serious force in German politics, which
will have a significant impact on the political discourse vis-à-vis the European Union in
Germany.
Parameters of Germany’s European Policy
To understand Germany’s European Policy, it requires introducing its fundamental guiding
parameters. On the surface, many political decisions may appear improvised and ad-hoc in
nature, often as a result of frequent elections. Yet, most specific actions are guided by strategic considerations and conceptions of Germany and Europe, as well as the role of
Germany on the continent and among the concert of great powers. 17 Due to Germany’s
historical responsibility for the two world wars, a policy of reconciliation through integration (particularly with France, but also Poland) and unambiguous alignment with the West
constitutes the central pillars of Germany’s foreign and European Policy 18. Economic
integration through the Single Market and a common trade policy, from which Germany
has profited more than most other EU member states, 19 is particularly congruent with such
leitmotifs. The country’s military restraint, unilaterally or within the European Union’s
Common Security and Defense Policy (CSDP), fits into this picture.
Germany’s policy vis-à-vis the configuration of the Single Market, such as of the
European Economic and Monetary Union (EMU), likewise follows clear guiding principles, namely ordoliberal beliefs about the market economy, competition, and the monetary system.20 These include the insistence on an independent competition authority, here
the European Commission, an independent European Central Bank with the concise
mandate to maintain price stability, and individual member states’ liability. These principles provide the context for the Federal Government’s actions during the Eurozone
crisis.21
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Beyond this general framework of Germany’s foreign and European policy, there are
more specific objectives for the European integration process.22 The notion of a “United
States of Europe” had been prevalent from the early beginnings of European integration all
the way to the early 1990s, 23 but has since faded. 24 The verdicts of the constitutional court,
which qualified the European Union as an association of states (Staatenverbund) rather
than a federal union, have left their marks.25 Notwithstanding this restriction, the mantra of
“supranationalisation” by communitisation of policy areas and structuring Europe along
federal principles, whilst respecting the subsidiarity principle, has dominated German
thinking on the European Union.26
Integral to this view is to elevate the EU-institutions, first and foremost the European
Parliament, and to extend majority voting in the Council of the European Union. This
conviction has defined Germany’s European Policy from the intergovernmental conferences, to the Treaty of Maastricht, to the plans for a Constitutional Treaty in the early
2000s, to the negotiation of the Treaty of Lisbon. 27 During the Financial and European
Debt Crisis, the so-called Union method – based on intergovernmental elements of crisis
management and arrangements outside of the existing treaties 28 – became the preferred
modus operandi of European policy makers. Yet, the Union method complements rather
than replaces the Community method.29
The Union method implies that whenever there are no legal provisions within the treaty
framework and even marginal contractual adjustments are opposed by individual member
states (particularly Great Britain), arrangements outside the existing treaties will be made
with those states that are willing to push integration further. Examples include the Schengen Agreement, the Protocol on Social Policy, and European Charter of Fundamental
Human Rights. The rationale behind many of these initiatives is to eventually incorporate
them into the treaty framework; the European Fiscal Compact of 2012, for example, is
designated to become part of the treaty framework within five years. 30 After Willy Brandt
coined the concept of differentiated integration in the 1970s and latest since the
Schäuble/Lamers paper proposed the notion of a “Kerneuropa” 31, the EU member states
have sought to establish legal provisions within the treaties that would enable deeper integ21
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ration for willing member states. Rather than to exclude the slower members, the motif of
a multi-speed Europe is to grant them more time to follow suit, based on an “Avantgardemodel”32. The stronger intergovernmental nature of the enhanced cooperation procedures
is here accepted as the necessary evil.
Whilst Germany has in recent years increasingly relied on intergovernmental cooperation, since larger member states thereby tend to exercise greater influence, one should not
overemphasise it. Intergovernmental solutions may provide the opportunity to increase
public approval of decision-making in realms of European policy, regarding the Eurozone
crisis management or the CSDP for example, since the Federal Government and the
Bundestag retain the final say. An intergovernmental Europe, however, has clear disadvantages; it suffers from slow decision-making, given the need for unanimity, and weak
enforcements of intergovernmental agreements. Moreover, Germany has benefitted from
its pursuit of communitisation, not only because this model has proven constructive in
previous treaty reforms since the Single European Act, but also because Germany’s
embeddedness in European institutions has effectively reassured its European partners. 33
Germany’s readiness to restrain has contributed substantially to the stability and development of the considerably more efficient Community system compared to intergovernmental cooperation.34
Germany’s integration into the European and later transatlantic community constitutes
the fundamental guiding principle of its European Policy. After the Second World War, the
express objective of European supranationalisation and the constitutionally obligatory
integration into Europe were crucial to regain not only the trust and acceptance of the
European community, but also the prospect of national sovereignty of a united country.
From a German perspective, European integration did not entail the renunciation of sovereignty, but was conversely means to reclaim it. 35 The course of history thereby answered
the old question, whether the partition of Germany would be deepened and cemented
through integration into the West, or whether it was necessary to enable the eventual reunification.36
The negotiations for the creation of the European Union within the framework of the
Maastricht treaty and for a common currency, which commenced shortly after the German
reunification, played a key role in creating acceptance for German unity. The abolition of
the Deutschmark calmed French fears, as the common currency was widely conceived to
weaken its newly expanded neighbour. 37 Likewise, the USSR acquiesced in the reunifica31
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tion given Germany’s civil power character and the non-hegemonial nature of the
European Community/European Union. With the cessation of the Occupation Statute once
the Two Plus Four Agreement was signed, which sealed German reunification, the question
of Germany’s future role in Europe emerged. Would Germany be prepared to delegate
sovereign prerogatives to the European level and remain a committed member of the
community to the same extent as before, now that it had reached its principle objective of
regaining national unity and national sovereignty? Would it become a “normal” member
state,38 which pursues its national interests at all times, or even seek to return to its hegemonial position on the continent?39
Restraint and pragmatisation
Germany’s continuing restraint and readiness to self-commit to European integration has
diminished its European partners’ fear of German hegemony and thus containment efforts.
Germany’s motifs for pursuing European integration, however, have somewhat evolved.
After achieving reunification, her focuses shifted towards overcoming Europe’s division
and reunite the continent. From a German perspective, this primarily meant to achieve
reconciliation with Poland,40 develop new markets, and to stabilise Central and Eastern
Europe following the collapse of the communist regime.41
For Germany, European integration had proven to be a successful framework for action. The country had benefitted economically, and the European institutions operated
rather smoothly in spite of the historically unique institutional nature consisting of supranational and intergovernmental elements. Her own awareness of her new status as a fully
sovereign, reunited country spread only slowly. A first attempt to materialise its new political clout, by recognising Slovenia and Croatio three weeks before its European partners to
increase the pressure to deploy UN blue helmets, met with little approval. Of course,
Germany’s unwillingness to contribute troops to the UN’s military mission (UNPROFOR)
contributed to its partners’ reluctant stance. 42 Overall, reunification did not substantially
alter the course of Germany’s European policy. Whilst no propensity for unilateralism
arose, realising its national interests in the European Union came increasingly to the fore.
Germany had acted upon its perceived interests prior to reunification too, but since the
1990s it grew increasingly confident, embodied by Chancellor Gerhard Schröder. 43
Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer’s initiative to reinvigorate the project of a European
constitution, backed by Chancellor Schröder, concurrently expressed Germany’s readiness
to commit to European integration to a high degree.
In reference to its restrictive role44 during the budget negotiation of the European
Union or attempts to assert particular interests, for example regarding the automotive
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industry, observers have notwithstanding identified a ‘normalisation’ of the Federal
Republic’s foreign and European Policy and attributed a greater degree of ‘realism’ or
‘pragmatism’.45 Her experience of decisively shaping European integration, as well as
recognition that in an increasingly interdependent and multipolar world, she successfully
exerts influence through the European Unions’s market power and common currency,
largely explain Germany’s continuing readiness to commit to the European Union. This
understanding rests on an appreciation of the European Union’s political clout in the
global distribution battle for raw materials and export markets. Furthermore and in accordance with its interest-based pragmatism, which is addressed by many authors throughout
this volume, Germany tends to resort to the European Union whenever it is beneficial, and
otherwise rely on other means, i.e. acting through different multilateral organisations such
as NATO or the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE). 46 The
crucial difference between these organisations and the European Union is that the latter
constitutes the “preferred framework for pursuing national preferences and interests”. 47
Unlike in NATO, dominated by the United States, or the United Nations, where Germany
is not a permanent member of the Security Council, the Federal Republic wields the
greatest influence in the European Union of all member states.
The German hegemon?
In the context of the Financial and European Debt Crisis in the Eurozone and,
consequently, the accentuated intergovernmental cooperation, discussions about Germany
hegemony resurfaced.48 In Italy, the notion of the “Fourth Reich” 49 emerged, whilst in
Germany, the renowned scholar Münkler engaged with the old “Zentralmacht” (central
power) concept.50 In “Macht in der Mitte”51 (power in the centre), he emphasises
Germany’s responsibility for the deepening and functioning of European integration, based
on its size and central geographical location. Yet, the debate about German hegemony
remains futile, as the country lacks the will and capacity of a hegemon, namely to provide
public goods and military protection to others. 52 The fact that Germany’s gross domestic
product is higher than France’s by a third, whose gross domestic product in turn is larger
than Great Britain’s and Italy, combined with the largest population in Europe, self-evidently manifest itself in great political clout. Within the intergovernmental setting of the
financial crisis management, the Federal Republic is the crucial actor. Characterising
Germany as a veto player rather than hegemon is therefore more accurate, particularly
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since Great Britain, by not being a member of the Eurozone, and Italy and France, due to
their domestic crises, have remained on the sidelines.
Europeanisation
The degree of Europeanisation of Germany illustrates the futility of the hegemony
debate.53 Throughout this volume, authors demonstrate that Germany is deeply entrenched
in the European Union in numerous policy fields. 54 The ‘Energiewende’ (energy transition), initially implemented in a national framework, illustrates, however, that many politicians remain unaware of these close-knit connections. 55 Since Maastricht und latest since
Lisbon, the European Union has become an integral part of Germany, and, in reverse,
Germany of the European Union, to an extent that they can hardly be differentiated in
multiple policy areas. This is demonstrated by the following policies: (1) the competition
policy of the Single Market,56 which eventually induced even the most powerful German
energy suppliers to adjust to the demands of the European Commission; 57 (2) the environmental policy, which Germany, one the one hand, has pushed since the 1980s, but, on the
other hand, has attempted to block or at least water down, particularly when concerning
specific interests of the automotive industry; 58 (3) the asylum and visa policy, which prior
to the refugee crisis met with rather lukewarm support in Germany, but has since become a
policy priority, among others to redistribute refugees based on quotas; 59 (4) consumer
protection, in which Germany has been engine or brake at times; 60 and (5) the European
monetary policy, which has incrementally deviated from the German expectations. 61 This
process becomes further apparent in the Europeanisation of German interest groups, 62 the
Bundestag in relation to the Treaties of Maastricht and particularly the Treaty of Lisbon, 63
and the attempts of the constitutional court to establish a collaboration with the Court of
Justice of the European Union in matters of legal disputes arising from the exercise of
formerly sovereign prerogatives on the European level. 64 The German Länder have
developed resistance towards further Europeanisation, whilst simultaneously having
obtained legal rights to participate in the decision-making processes in Germany to safeguard their competences vis-à-vis education and domestic policy, as well as public
services, based on article 23 of the basic law. 65 Even in the realms of foreign and security
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policy, Germany has moved towards the prevalent French and British intergovernmental
expectations.66
Shaping the political system of the European Union
Europeanisation, however, is not a one-way street. Like probably no other member state,
Germany has shaped, influenced and, through the constitutional court’s verdicts, restricted
the development of the polity of the European Union. The design of the Single Market and
the competition regime constituted early examples of successful upward Europeanisation,
in contrast to unsuccessful French attempts in the agricultural policy. The German ideas to
democratise European law-making were also crucial in elevating the European Parliament
to the role of a co-legislator in conjunction with the Council by introducing the co-decision
procedure (Treaty of Maastricht) and subsequently the ordinary legislative procedure
(Treaty of Lisbon).
The design of the Economic and Monetary Union also rests heavily on German preferences. The European Central Bank is closely mirrored on the German Bundesbank. Initial
objections that potential deflation perils, persistent stagnation in some member states, and
the weighting of votes on the Governing Council of the European Central Bank could
undermine German interests were largely dismissed at the time. As long as the European
Central Bank remained independent and adhered to its mandate of maintaining price
stability, it was not regarded as problematic.67 The extent to which retrospective attempts
of restricting the bank’s expansionary monetary policy through lawsuits before the German
Constitutional Court68 or recently expressed criticism by Minister of Finance Schäuble 69
can be successful remains to be seen.
Last but not least, Germany’s capacity to shape the political system of the European
Union has manifested itself in the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP). The
merger of the positions of the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and
Security Policy and that of the vice president of the European Commission can largely be
ascribed to German preferences, which have been geared towards comunitarising this
policy field ever since the days of the European Political Cooperation. 70 Due to French and
British opposition, this reform constitutes a compromise, combining the traditional intergovernmental and community elements, embodied by the High Representative, who was
granted a right of initiative comparable to that of the European Commission. 71 The Federal
Republic’s great skill of “Shaping the regional Milieu”72 does not always follow the same
stringency as in other policy areas, where Germany, as aforementioned, can be engine or
brake at times.
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The value foundation of Germany’s European Policy
All Federal Governments since Konrad Adenauer have supported European integration,
not for merely utilitarian but also ideational motifs. Germany’s desire for peace and recon ciliation with its European partners, search for an alternative European rather than national
identity after the catastrophe of Hitler’s Nazism, and the general desire to create a diametrically different relationship among European nations were constitutive of the beginnings
of European integration. Over time, promoting democracy and stability in Europe also
became part of the canon of values. This was applicable to southern enlargement after
Portugal’s, Spain’s, and Greece’s victory over dictatorship, as well as eastern enlargement
following the collapse of the single-party states and command economies. 73 In the context
of efforts to integrate the countries of the Western Balkans in order to overcome the
wounds of the Balkan Wars of the 1990s, these ambitions remain relevant today, as
recently underlined by the Conference of Western Balkan States, hosted by Chancellor
Merkel in 2014.74 The European Neighbourhood Policy and particularly the Ukraine Crisis
constitute further examples for Germany assuming responsibility. 75 One should not underestimate the degree to which European integration is ingrained in Germany’s value
system.76 Chancellor Kohl’s vision that the incremental introduction of the common
currency would guarantee peace in Europe and would make integration irreversible 77 was
upheld by Merkel, when she argued that “If the Euro fails, Europe fails”.78
The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, written under the auspices
of former Federal President Roman Herzog in the years 1999 and 2000 and heavily
supported by Germany, similarly stands in this tradition. For the first time, it summarises
the European Union’s fundamental rights in 54 articles, derived from the European
Convention on Human Rights, the European Social Charter, and the national constitutions.79 In addition, her value-orientated approach is apparent in the European Union’s
Rule of Law Framework, launched in conjunction with other partners. It provides the
European Commission with legal instruments and processes to pursue violations of core
values stipulated in the Treaty of the European Union. Hungary and recently Poland have
been subject to measures. In 2014, the Early Warning Mechanism was adopted in the
context of the Framework. The three-stage procedure – Commission assessment, Commission recommendation, and Follow-up of the Commission’s recommendation – comple-
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ments the rather cumbersome mechanisms, designated by Article 7 of the Treaty of the
European Union in case of threats to the rule of law, which have never been invoked.80
By stressing Europe’s nature as a community of values, insistence on the right for
asylum, and opposition towards fences and other harsh measures, the German response to
the refugee crisis in 2015 and 2016 was emblematic of the value-orientated element in its
European Policy. It became clear that the Federal Government’s policy went beyond an
economic cost-benefit calculation,81 but was intrinsically driven by the desire to preserve
the European Union as an end in itself. Despite some voices from within the government
that were demanding a more restrictive policy based on the legal Dublin regulations, such
motifs largely explain the German stance in the refugee, but also the Financial and
European Debt Crisis.82
Theoretical perspectives
Throughout this volume, the authors employ multiple theoretical approaches to Germany’s
European Policy. The Europeanisation83 of the German system84 and its consequences for
political structures and processes, as well as European decisions, is a recurring theme.
Moreover, all Federal Governments have relied on “two level games” 85 to justify contentious domestic reforms by reference to European demands, 86 or, vice versa, to hint at
domestic opinion to assert its position on the European level. The latter strategy was
successfully employed during the crisis management of the Eurozone, during which
Germany assumed the role of a veto player 87 within the institutional system of the
European Union, although the longer-term stabilisation of the Eurozone has hitherto failed
to materialise.88 Moreover, Germany’s European Policy has been guided by neo-functionalist necessities, or spillovers, in multiple policy areas, including the Economic and
Monetary Union or Justice and Home Affairs.89 Equally, Germany has resorted to packagedealing during treaty reforms, especially with France, congruent with intergovernmentalism90 and liberal intergovernmentalism91 respectively. There is also evidence for a degree
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of path dependency, addressed by inter alia historical institutionalism,92 of German
decision-making, notably in the realms of enlargement and neighbourhood policy. The
aforementioned value-orientated base of its European Policy merits the social constructivist approach,93 which is particularly relevant regarding the ideational leitmotifs, constitutional European policy, or civilian power-based foreign and security policy. Nonetheless,
numerous contributions also identify an unequivocal realist pursuit of German national
interests by, for example, using the clout of the European Union to balance 94 against the
economic superpowers such as the United States or China.
The importance of bilateral relations
The German-Franco relationship, historically the essential engine of European integration,
currently faces numerous challenges in form of the Financial and European Debt Crisis,
instability and conflicts in northern Africa and the Middle East 95, and recently the terrorist
attacks on French soil.96 Diverging economic trajectories over the past years, however,
have questioned the German-Franco parity and pose a fundamental problem to continued
German-Franco leadership of European integration. France’s lingering growth and sluggishness of economic reforms have undermined its position in the European Union and
concurrently contributed to strengthening Germany’s role by default.
Germany’s relationship with Great Britain within the context of the European Union is
ambivalent. On the one hand, it is subverted by British staunch opposition to further integration in numerous policy areas, whilst, on the other hand, they congenially pursue to
liberalise the Single Market and drive free trade agreements. 97 Both have a great interest in
completing the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership with the United States
(TTIP). In case of a positive outcome of the referendum on British membership of the
European Union, they will strife to shape the economic values within the European Union
and beyond.
Ever since the days of De Gasperi, the German relationship with Italy has played a
significant role. The central question is, however, whether the bilateral relationship can be
revived after the paralysis under former Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi? 98 Or will the
tensions from dichotomous views on the Financial and European Debt Crisis exacerbate
the divisions? Recent evidence suggests that the relationship has undeniably suffered from
the crisis, questioning whether a Renaissance, and thus a closer cooperation to stabilise
and reform the political system of the European Union, is possible. The extent to which
the relationship with Poland in the context of the Weimar Triangle 99 could contribute to
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resolving current crises remains doubtful given the political stance of the current government.
If Great Britain was to leave the European Union, it would not only have significant
consequences for Europe’s reputation and its clout in the world, but also affect Germany.
The triangular balance of power between London, Paris, and Berlin would be broken.
Germany would lose a partner, who makes an important contribution to the European
Union’s budget, also has campaigned to limit the expenses of the European Union, and
shares its conviction of the ‘rules based behaviour’ approach of strict implementation and
enforcement of laws. In such a case, Germany and France would form the centre of the
European Union. Given the aforementioned economic asymmetry between the two countries,100 Germany would have to make concessions and engage with French President Francois Hollande’s and Minister of Economy Emmanuel Macron’s proposal to convene an
intergovernmental conference to discuss institutional reforms, voiced in 2015. Specifically,
the duo called for transforming the Economic and Monetary Union into a European
economic government, equipped with a European minister of finance and Eurozone budget
to stabilise and steer the Eurozone.101
It is unlikely that these rather traditional French demands will disappear from the
agenda, even if polls for the parliamentary elections in 2017 suggest a neck-and-neck race
between Les Républicains (24%), the Front National (23%) and the incumbent Parti
socialiste (18%),102 and predict that Marine Le Pen will reach at least the second round of
the presidential elections in the same year. 103 By and large, the analyses in this volume
recommend that Germany has to continue to engage with France and Italy, but should also
devote greater attention to the small and medium-sized member states, which have often
suffered from the pressures of the crisis management.
Structure of the book
The contributions in this book provide an overview over the respective theme, including
key concepts of Germany’s European Policy, domestic determinants and actors, internal
and external policies of the European Union, and selected bilateral relationships within the
European Union.
The chapter ‘fundamentals and concepts’ comprises analyses of the formation of
Germany’s European Policy and current tendencies, from which the authors derive projection as to the future trajectory of Germany’s European Policy.
The contributions within the chapter ‘domestic determinants and actors’ demonstrate
the role of the respective domestic institutions for the Federal Republic’s European Policy.
They elucidate the German interests the institutions pursue in the formulation and implementation of policy, and evaluate their success.
100 See in this volume Krotz/Schild.
101 Emmanuel Macron interviewed by the Süddeutschen Zeitung: Wir wollen eine Neugründung Europas,
31.8.2015, available at: http://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/emmanuel-macron-im-interview-wir-wolleneine-neugruendung-europas-1.2628139 (accessed: 21.4.2016).
102 See Le Frigaro: Sondage: la gauche serait laminée aux législatives, 2.12.2014 available at: http://www.
lefigaro.fr/politique/2014/12/02/01002-20141202ARTFIG00399-sondage-la-gauche-serait-laminee-auxlegislatives.php (aceessed: 18.4.2016).
103 See Ipsos: François Hollande dans une position toujours plus difficile avant la Présidentielle, available at:
http://www.ipsos.fr/decrypter-societe/2016-03-30-francois-hollande-dans-position-toujours-plus-diffic ileavant-presidentielle (accessed: 18.4.2016).
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In the realm of internal policies, the contributions illustrate the role of Germany’s
European Policy in diverse policy areas in the European Union and explain her respective
interests. The sequence of contributions follows logical cohesiveness rather than representing an order of relevance. Overall, the chapter presents a rather ambiguous picture as to
Germany’s influence on the individual policy areas.
Similarly, the contributions in the chapter ‘external policies’ highlight the German
interests in the formation of policy and investigate the extent to which these have materialised.
The concluding chapter addresses key bilateral relationships and underlines their
importance for successful initiatives on the European level. Despite current strains, it
signifies the pivotal relevance of the German-Franco partnership and makes the case for a
continued engagement with France, but also Italy and Poland.
The chronology at the end of the book provides a convenient overview of the most
important stages of Germany’s European Policy, embedded within their respective context.
The index should facilitate the search for specific terms. We hope that the reader will
appreciate the extensive bibliography as gateway for further readings.
The IEP websites, available at http://iep-berlin.de/forschung/deutschland-und-europa/
and www.wissen-europa.de, offer a list of links, addresses, additional information, and
updates to the Handbook.
Finally, we would like to thank the authors for the high quality of their innovative
contributions and their willingness to adjust to the stringent editorial guidelines. Furthermore, we would like to think the Federal Foreign Office for their financial support for this
new IEP project and particularly Minister of State Michael Roth, MP, for his support and
kind foreword. We thank our Publisher Nomos and Dr. Martin Reichinger for the trustful
and close cooperation. Lastly, we thank Julia Klein for her extensive editorial work,
without which this book could not have been published.
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